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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS - PEERLESS “D”
WARNINGS: ALL GAS COOKING EQUIPMENT MUST BE USED OUTSIDE. Do not
operate this unit until you have read and understand both sides of this instruction sheet. This unit
should never be operated by a minor. If a malfunction is discovered at any time, the use of this
unit must be discontinued immediately. Best Rental Service does not assume any liability for
injury due to careless handling and/or reckless operation of this unit.
1. Make sure all valves are turned off. Connect the regulator to the propane tank and open the fuel tank
valve.
2. Check all connections with gas leak detectors, soap solutions or equivalent for leaks. DO NOT USE
A FLAME. Do not use if any leaks are detected.
3. To light top burners: Light a long fireplace match. Put next to the burner while slowly turning on
corresponding valve and ignite the burner. Burner flame should be 1/2” stable blue flame and should
impinge on the underside of pot on ring grate. Should burner ignition fail within 5 seconds. Turn burner
valve off and repeat steps after ventilating area.
4. To light oven: Open front access door, depress red button on pilot safety valve and light pilot.
Continue to depress the reset button for 60 seconds. Release button. If pilot does not stay lit, repeat this
procedure after ventilating area (at least 5 minutes). This allows accumulated gas to dissipate. Set
thermostat to desired temperature. During normal operation, if pilot goes out, ventilate area (at least 5
minutes) before attempting to relight oven.
5. To turn off burners and oven: Close fuel tank valve on the propane tank. Burners: Turn all valves to
the “OFF’ position. Range: Turn all valves, oven valve and thermostats to the “OFF’ position.
Disconnect the regulator from the tank. The regulator always stays connected to the hose. A
replacement charge will be incurred for units that are missing the regulator.
6. The unit must be returned cleaned for the deposit to be refunded.
By my signature on these instructions, I acknowledge that I have read both sides of this instruction sheet
and understand same, and have received a copy of them.
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